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Trading in Trading in limitlimit orderorder booksbooks

Consider a trader who has a block of shares to sell (or buy) in Consider a trader who has a block of shares to sell (or buy) in 
an illiquid market.an illiquid market.

The trader's problem is to design an optimal order execution The trader's problem is to design an optimal order execution 
strategy such that he/she can unwind a portfolio position strategy such that he/she can unwind a portfolio position 

-- within a fixed time constraint within a fixed time constraint 
-- subject to the optimization of certain criteriasubject to the optimization of certain criteria

(Cost minimization? Mean(Cost minimization? Mean--variance optimization? Maximize expected variance optimization? Maximize expected 
utility?   etc.)utility?   etc.)



Limit ordersLimit orders

Limit orders are ex ante commitment to trade. They specify the Limit orders are ex ante commitment to trade. They specify the 
security, the amount and a  (limit) price.security, the amount and a  (limit) price.
They are order to trade a certain amount of a security at a They are order to trade a certain amount of a security at a given given 
price (or a better one).price (or a better one).
Traders post their supply/demand in the form of limit orders to Traders post their supply/demand in the form of limit orders to 
an electronic trading system.an electronic trading system.
Accumulation of posted limit orders is known as the limit Accumulation of posted limit orders is known as the limit 
order book.order book.
Orders leave the order book either they get executed or Orders leave the order book either they get executed or 
cancelled.cancelled.
An active order at time t is an order that has been submitted atAn active order at time t is an order that has been submitted at
t′≤tt′≤t, but has not been matched or cancelled by time t., but has not been matched or cancelled by time t.
A LOB is the set of all active orders in the market at time t.A LOB is the set of all active orders in the market at time t.
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Market Market ordersorders vs vs limitlimit ordersorders

◯◯ Market orderMarket order A buy/sell order that is to be traded A buy/sell order that is to be traded 
immediately at the best available price. Always executed immediately at the best available price. Always executed 
if there is sufficient quantity available  ⇒ if there is sufficient quantity available  ⇒ PRICE RISKPRICE RISK

◯ ◯ Limit orderLimit order A buy/sell order that is to be executed at A buy/sell order that is to be executed at 
its specified limit or at a better price.its specified limit or at a better price.
If a trader files a limit order to buy, the limit order setsIf a trader files a limit order to buy, the limit order sets a a 
maximum price that will be paid. In case of a limit order maximum price that will be paid. In case of a limit order 
to sell the limit sets the minimum price that will be to sell the limit sets the minimum price that will be 
accepted.accepted.
Executed only if the limit price is reached  ⇒ Executed only if the limit price is reached  ⇒ 
EXECUTION RISKEXECUTION RISK



A key A key differencedifference

Market ordersMarket orders have virtually zero executionhave virtually zero execution--risk. Uncertainty of risk. Uncertainty of 
the execution price, price impact (especially of large orders).the execution price, price impact (especially of large orders).
A trader’s main concern is to avoid a high execution cost (eA trader’s main concern is to avoid a high execution cost (e.g. by .g. by 
splitting a large orders into several small orders).splitting a large orders into several small orders).
Limit ordersLimit orders incur nonincur non--execution (or partial execution) risk. Orders execution (or partial execution) risk. Orders 
are sorted in priceare sorted in price--time priority: higher bids and lower asks have time priority: higher bids and lower asks have 
higher priority. If a buy (sell) limit price is too low (high), higher priority. If a buy (sell) limit price is too low (high), the order the order 
will not trade.will not trade.
Buy (sell) limit orders with high (low) prices are Buy (sell) limit orders with high (low) prices are aggressively aggressively 
pricedpriced..
The limit price of a `marketable’ limit buy (sell) order is at oThe limit price of a `marketable’ limit buy (sell) order is at or above r above 
(below) the best ask (bid). They are the most aggressive limit (below) the best ask (bid). They are the most aggressive limit 
orders.orders.



OptimalOptimal tradetrade executionexecution

Statement of the optimal scheduling problem:Statement of the optimal scheduling problem:
Given a model for the evolution of the stock price, Given a model for the evolution of the stock price, 
find an optimal strategy for trading sharesfind an optimal strategy for trading shares..
Mathematical tool:  Mathematical tool:  Stochastic dynamic programmingStochastic dynamic programming
Market orders: tradeMarket orders: trade--off between price risk and trade off between price risk and trade 
costcost
Limit orders: tradeLimit orders: trade--off between limit price and off between limit price and 
execution riskexecution risk
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OurOur problemproblem

A trader has a sell order to liquidate before  T.A trader has a sell order to liquidate before  T.
She submits sell She submits sell limit orderslimit orders by specifying a by specifying a limit limit 
priceprice and an and an order sizeorder size at any point in time.at any point in time.
Quotes and Quotes and sizessizes are chosen in order to optimize the are chosen in order to optimize the 
trader’s profit, while keeping control of her risk trader’s profit, while keeping control of her risk 
inventory and of the cost of getting rid of the inventory and of the cost of getting rid of the 
remaining shares within T.remaining shares within T.
The use of limit orders exposes the trader to nonThe use of limit orders exposes the trader to non--
execution risk.execution risk.
Traders are allowed to control for order size, and not Traders are allowed to control for order size, and not 
just for the posted prices.just for the posted prices.



Nomenclature Nomenclature forfor sell sell ordersorders
(L. Harris, Trading & (L. Harris, Trading & ExchangesExchanges (2003), Oxford (2003), Oxford U.P.U.P.))

‘‘marketablemarketable’’belowbelow the best the best bidbid

‘‘marketablemarketable’’at the best at the best bidbid

‘‘in the market’in the market’betweenbetween the best the best bidbid and and 
the best the best askask

‘‘at the market’at the market’at the best at the best askask

‘‘behindbehind the market’the market’aboveabove the best the best askask

The sell The sell orderorder isis ….….LIMIT PRICE PLACEMENTLIMIT PRICE PLACEMENT



ModelModel setupsetup

An agent has X shares to sell and trades through a limit An agent has X shares to sell and trades through a limit 
order book by submitting limit orders.order book by submitting limit orders.

((xxnn,,δδnn) ) orderorder submittedsubmitted at at timetime ttnn , n=1,…,N, , n=1,…,N, wherewhere
xxnn = = orderorder sizesize
δδnn = = distance of the limit price from the reference pricedistance of the limit price from the reference price

The The referencereference price price followsfollows a martingalea martingale
(e.g.(e.g. SStt = S= S0 0 + + σσWWtt))

ΛΛ(x,(x,δδ)) = = probabilityprobability thatthat anan orderorder (x,(x,δδ) ) getsgets executedexecuted
An An exponentialexponential shapeshape A.A.exp(exp(--kkxx--hhδδ)) isis assumedassumed forfor ΛΛ



The The probabilityprobability ofof limitlimit orderorder
execution…execution…..

decreases with the order size and the distance of decreases with the order size and the distance of 
the limit price from the reference price (Harris and the limit price from the reference price (Harris and 
Hasbrouck (1996))Hasbrouck (1996))

Exponential dependence of the fill rate on Exponential dependence of the fill rate on δδ ((AA.exp(.exp(--hhδδ))  ))  is is 
supported by the empirical literature (supported by the empirical literature (Lo, Lo, MacKinlayMacKinlay, Zhang, 2002, Zhang, 2002) ) 
and used in the theoretical literature (and used in the theoretical literature (GueantGueant et al., 2012)et al., 2012)

The parameters modeling the execution intensity are increasing iThe parameters modeling the execution intensity are increasing in n 
the the LOB’sLOB’s depth, because  depth, because  ‘when a book is thicker, limit orders take ‘when a book is thicker, limit orders take 
longer to execute’ (longer to execute’ (GoettlerGoettler, Parlour, , Parlour, RajanRajan (2004))(2004))



The The optimizationoptimization problemproblem
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A A mathematicalmathematical trick…trick…

The risk of stock price fluctuation is modeled throughout the variance of 
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The law of total variance and a recursive argument give: 
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StochasticStochastic dynamicdynamic programmingprogramming
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Here Vn = varn(∆Sn).



SolutionSolution

The solution ),( **
nnx δ , n = 0,…, N - 1, of  (**) is such that: 
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ProofProof detailsdetails …..…..
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NumericalNumerical exampleexample (N=2)(N=2)

 
h  l  *

0x  *
0δ  *

1x  *
1δ  (E) *

1δ  (NE)
0.3 0.01 158.7 1.74 133.3 -4.42 -6.01 
0.2 0.01 212.9 0.75 200 -1.88 -4.01 
0.1 0.01 409 5.63 399.9 6.09 1.99 
0.1 0.02 385.4 2.49 333.3 1.04 -6.68 
 

X=100, h/k=50, γ=0.1, σ=0.01



NumericalNumerical exampleexample (N=3)(N=3)

 
h l *

0x  *
0δ  *

1x (E) *
1δ (E) *

1x (N) *
1δ (N) *

2x  *
2δ (EE) *

2δ (EN) *
2δ (NE) *

2δ (NN) 
0.6 0.02 139.5 1.16 89.3 1.78 119.7 0.58 83.13 3.08 1.29 1.51 -1.52 
0.6 0.01 130.8 1.24 15.9 1.88 118 0.94 110.7 2.68 1.53 1.77 0.21 
1 0.02 151.1 0.99 54.7 0.89 149.9 0.98 49.9 1.62 0.52 0.88 -2.52 
1 0.01 101.1 0.47 69.9 0.70 76.9 0.23 66.4 1.04 0.34 0.54 -0.68 
1 0.005 90.6 0.63 80.6 0.87 81.2 0.54 79.7 1.06 0.65 0.84 0.18 
2 0.01 84.1 0.36 40.7 0.10 84.1 0.41 33.2 -0.09 -0.50 0.10 -1.35 

 

X=200, h/k=100, γ=1, σ=0.01 



WeWe findfind thatthat ….….

The agent tries to benefit from the posted quote (The agent tries to benefit from the posted quote (δδ>0) >0) 
mainly at the inception or, at a later stage whenever mainly at the inception or, at a later stage whenever 
previous sell orders have been already filled.previous sell orders have been already filled.
She places aggressive orders (She places aggressive orders (δδ <0) mainly when she is <0) mainly when she is 
closer to the end of the trading period and previous closer to the end of the trading period and previous 
orders have expired unfilled. (Interpretation: marketable orders have expired unfilled. (Interpretation: marketable 
orders)orders)
The total size of limit orders is usually smaller for larger The total size of limit orders is usually smaller for larger 
values of values of hh and and kk, that is, when the execution is more , that is, when the execution is more 
unlikely. unlikely. 
When the terminal liquidation at market price incurs a When the terminal liquidation at market price incurs a 
lower cost she submits larger orders and sets less lower cost she submits larger orders and sets less 
aggressive limit prices aggressive limit prices –– or even behind the best price or even behind the best price --
at the end of the trading period.at the end of the trading period.



RiskRisk aversionaversion and and volatilityvolatility (N = 2)(N = 2)



RiskRisk aversionaversion and and volatilityvolatility (N = 3)(N = 3)

 
γ  σ *

0x  *
0δ  *

1x (E) *
1δ (E) *

1x (N) *
1δ (N) *

2x  *
2δ (EE) *

2δ (EN) *
2δ (NE) *

2δ (NN) 
1 0.01 101.1 0.47 69.9 0.70 76.9 0.23 66.4 1.04 0.34 0.54 -0.68 
1 0.05 109.9 0.10 61.4 0.53 75.9 -0.09 61.5 1.03 0.26 0.23 -1.12 
1 0.1 112.5 -1.12 48.3 -0.11 124.4 -0.16 50 0.70 -0.27 0.09 -2.50 
10 0.01 103.2 0.30 66.5 0.62 75.7 0.10 64.5 1.02 0.29 0.42 -0.85 
50 0.01 121.5 -0.12 54.6 0.44 83.1 -0.30 57.1 1.07 0.25 0.01 -1.57 
 



WeWe findfind thatthat ….….

negative quotes may appear even in the negative quotes may appear even in the 
first stages wheneverfirst stages whenever
•• the price volatility is highthe price volatility is high
•• risk aversion is strongrisk aversion is strong

because price risk is then an important because price risk is then an important 
consideration.consideration.



LOB’s LOB’s depthdepth

 
h/k ℓ *

0x  *
0δ  *

1x (E) *
1δ (E) *

1x (N) *
1δ (N) *

2x  *
2δ (EE) *

2δ (EN) *
2δ (NE) *

2δ (NN) 
100 0.01 101.1 0.47 69.9 0.70 76.9 0.23 66.4 1.04 0.34 0.54 -0.68 
200 0.005 160.1 0.84 134.8 1.31 139.1 0.68 132.5 1.82 1.13     1.22 0.32 
50 0.02   83.4 0.73    40.8 0.21 83.1 0.82 33.3 -0.19 -1.01 0.21 -2.69 
 



LOB’s LOB’s depthdepth ……

In a thicker book, orders of larger size can be submitted In a thicker book, orders of larger size can be submitted 
and generally with more favorable quotes.          and generally with more favorable quotes.          
((GoettlerGoettler, , ParlourParlour and  and  RajanRajan, 2005: increased depth beyond the , 2005: increased depth beyond the 
best price results in a lower frequency of aggressive limit ordebest price results in a lower frequency of aggressive limit orders and rs and 
a higher frequency of limit orders placed on that side of the boa higher frequency of limit orders placed on that side of the book ok 
behind the quotes)behind the quotes)

In a very thin book: limit orders are set far behind the In a very thin book: limit orders are set far behind the 
best price in the early trades, very aggressive orders at best price in the early trades, very aggressive orders at 
the close of the trading period.the close of the trading period.
Conclusion: trader’s urgency plays a role in the chosen Conclusion: trader’s urgency plays a role in the chosen 
strategy.strategy.



HedgingHedging throughthrough limitlimit ordersorders

G(t,SG(t,Stt) = option value) = option value
GGkk := := G(tG(tkk,S,Sttkk) ) 
RRkk = = hedgerhedger's 's wealthwealth at at timetime ttkk

RRkk = R₀+G= R₀+Gk+k+∑∑j=0,…kj=0,…k--1 1 ||xxjj||δδjj+x+xjj((SSkk--SSjj))IIjj

AimAim: : toto hedgehedge the derivative position the derivative position 
buyingbuying//sellingselling sharesshares byby submittingsubmitting limitlimit
ordersorders



OptimizationOptimization problemproblem



A A mathematicalmathematical tricktrick

The following Lemma is useful:The following Lemma is useful:

for any k₁<k₂≤N and denotingfor any k₁<k₂≤N and denoting

Ck1,k2 : .covk1Gk2 Gk1 ,Sk2  Sk1,
Vk1,k2 : .vark1Sk2  Sk1.

Ek1Ck2,N Ck1,NCk1,k2 and Ek1Vk2,N  Vk1,NVk1,k2

we have



An An explicitexplicit solutionsolution isis found………found………

The order aggressiveness increases with the termThe order aggressiveness increases with the term

||CovCovkk((∆∆G, G, ∆∆S)S), , +X +X varvarkk((∆∆S)S)||

The deeper inThe deeper in--thethe--money is the call option or money is the call option or 
the shorter its time to maturity, the more the shorter its time to maturity, the more 
aggressive is the limit order.aggressive is the limit order.
It is beneficial to post limit orders away from the It is beneficial to post limit orders away from the 
market price when the hedger is not pressed by market price when the hedger is not pressed by 
the urgency to complete her strategy.the urgency to complete her strategy.
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